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The ratio of the reactions
m+pon+ron+ 2y
Tmtetary,
resulting from negative pions coming to rest in liquid
hydrogen has been remeasured by observing the y-radia-
tion with a large pair spectrometer.
The pair spectrometer is “180° focusing” and has two
banks of five scintillation counters each. The phosphors
are blocks of plastic scintillator 1” x 4” x 34”; the
34” by 1” face being presented to the electrons. Adja-
cent phosphors are separated only by thin aluminium foil
which acts as a light seal. The light is transmitted to
photomultipliers outside the magnetic field of the spectro-
meter by perspex light guides.
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Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram of theelectronics.
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Fig. 2. Experimental arrangement.
A pair is identified by a fast coincidence (20 mys)
between the two banks of counters, and by pulse height
discrimination. The particular pair of counters which
has registered the coincidence is then identified and dis-
played by slow (1 — 10 ys) electronics.
A simplified block diagram of the electronics is shown
in fig. 1. Essentially the two banks of scintillators are
linked in a simple fast double coincidence arrangement.
If a fast coincidence occurs slow pulses are allowed to go
into the counting matrix to show which particular pair
of individual scintillation counters are responsible for the
coincidence.
The distance between the central phosphors of each
bank is 22”, which gives an energy resolution of 44%
(full width at half-height).
The magnet has a maximum field of 15,000 gauss across
a 34” gap. The pole pieces are shaped so that there is a
clearing field 9” long before the y-rays reach the converter.
It is electronically stabilised to better than 0.1% and the
field for all magnet settings was measured by a nuclear
resonance magnetometer to better than 0.1%.
242 Pion nucleon scattering
Experimental arrangement(see fig. 2)
The external negative pion beam of the cyclotron was
brought to rest in a large spherical vessel full of liquid
hydrogen. The beam was monitored by a small scintilla-
tion counter before the polythene moderator, and the
y-rays from stopped mesons were monitored by scintil-
lation counter telescope.
As the whole of the y-ray spectrum could not be covered
at once, four runs were made; one to cover the high-
energy peak and three to cover the low energy distribution.
For each run the converter thickness was chosen to give
the same R.M.S. scattering angle to ensure the same scat-
tering losses into the pole faces. The thicknesses used
in this run were 0.003” to 0.018”, and each converter was
2” high and 11” wide.
Forall field settings runs were made with the converter
removed to give the background. The ratio of real to
background counts in the high peak was 7:1 and inthe
low peak about 3: 1.
The observed counts have to be corrected for 1) the
variation with energy of the sensitivity of the spectrometer,
2) the “weighting” of energy channel (some energies see
5 pairs of counters, some only one) and, 3) the variation in
pair production cross-section.
A typical y-ray spectrum obtained is shown in fig. 3.
The y-rays from the two reactions are well-resolved and the
“tail” on the resolution curve, due largely to brems-
strahlung creation in the converter, is clearly shown in
the top peak, which results of course from a monochro-
matic y-ray line. Our present result for the ratio of
mesonic to radiative capture is 1.38 + 0.20 which includes
uncertainties in fitting a resolution curve to the results.
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Fig. 3. A typical y ray spectrum.
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de inteoduction
The experiments carried out by Panofsky, Aamodt and
_ Hadley 4951)0om the capture of negative pions in hydrogen
and deuterium gave a number of results which were vital
to pion physics. They showed thatithe charged pion has
odd parity and gave values for the masses of the neutral
and negative pions. Shortly after, Anderson and Fermi (1952)
showed, by a simple theoretical argument, that the
hydrogen experiment provided a link between meson photo-
production experiments and the charge exchange scattering
of negative pions by protons.
Panofsky's experiments with hydrogen studied the
radiative and mesonic capture of negative pions in meson-
ic hydrogen atoms, the reactions being
v1 + > ou X Cy)
tL o+ pen + a (2)
Tne gamma-rays from these processes were studied with a
high energy pair spectrometer and their energies and re-
lative intensities studied. It has been shown by Wightman
(1950) and by Brueckner, Serber and Watson (1951) that by
far the most probable fate of a negative pion sloweddown
-in liquid bydrogen is that it should form a mesonic atom
and then be captured by the proton from a K-orbit.
Anderson and Fermi pointed out that if one measured
the relative rates of reactions (1) and (2) and deduced
the absolute rate for radiative capture from meson photo-
production data, thmone could deduce the absolute rate
of the mesonic capture, which corresponds to charge-ex-
chanye pion-proton scattering. This gives a value for
(5 -—% 4/4 = 0°19 + °04 radians (Bethe, Hoffmann, Mesons
and Fields 1956) where x, and « , are the S-wave phase
shifts for pion-nucleon scattering in the T = 3/2 and
T = 3 states. The value deduced by Orear (6) from the
best fit to the scattering data is «, - Ay )/4 = 0°27 +
°O%Z radians.
@
Because of this descrepancy it was clearly important
to check the original measurement of Panofsky. We have
used a pair-spectrometer with focussing properties rather
different to those of Panofsky's instrument to do this.
We have also taken advantage of the large external pion
beam now available from the Liverpool synchro-cyclotron
and have stopped the mesons in this beam in a liquid
hydrogen target.
Besides remeasuring the relative rates of reactions
(1) and (2) we have also used the Doppler spread in energy
of the Y-rays emitted by the neutral pions to make a new
and more accurate determination of the (mn- n°) mass
difference.
2. Experimental Arrangement.
The general arrangement of apparatus is shown in
Hig. 1. Negative pions of mean energy 100 MeV were produced
 
Fig. 1 near here
by bombardment of an internal target in the synchrocyclo-
tron, spiratled out through the fringe field of the cyclo-
tron magnet and were focussed by a strong-focussing octu-
pole magnet and a small wedge magnet. The wedge magnet serv-
ed also to clear the beam of unwanted particles, and the
final intensity of the beam was 8 x 407 pions per sec. with
a contamination of 4% 1. mesons, and 15% electrons. The beam
was monitored by a small scintillation counter and then
slowed down in a block of polythene. A proportion of the
_ pions finally stopped in the liquid hydrogen target, the
construction of which is shown in Fig. 2. As a check on the
 
Fig. 2 near here
monitoring, a scintillation telescope with a lead converter
detected the gamma-rays from mesons stopped in the liquid
hydrogen target. Fig. 3 shows the counting-rate in this
telescope as a function of polythene absorber thickness.
 
Big. 5 near here
The pair spectrometer is "480° focussing" C7) = and
has two banks of five scintillation counters each. This
type of focussing has two main advantages; firstly, the
gamma-ray energy is proportional to the detector separation
and is independent of the horizontal position of pair creat— e
ion in the converters; and secondly, angular effects in the
resolution are minimised. The phosphors are blocks of
plastic scintillator 1" « 3/4 x 5 3/475 the 4 B/4" x 4"
face being presented to the electrons. Adjacent phosphors
are separated only by a thin aluminium foil which acts as
a light-seal. The light is transmitted to photomultipliers
outside the magnetic field of the spectrometer by perspex
light guides. The distance between the central phosphors of
each bank is 22" which gives an energy resolution of 4A%
6ee section 5.-).
The magnet has a maximum field of 15000 gauss across
a 3+" gap The pole pieces are shaped so that there is a *¢
clearing field 9" long before the gamma-rays reach the con-
verter. The field was electronically stabilised to better
than 0.1%, and the field for all magnet settings was
measured during experimental runs to better than 0.1% by
a nuclear resonance magnetometer. The general field shapes
were plotted using the magnetoresistance of a bismuth spiral.
The deviation of the electron tracks from perfectly cir-
cular arcs amounted to 1.4% at the highest field settings.
& correction was made for this effect.
A simplified block diagram of the electronics of the
pair spectrometer is shown in Fig. 4. Each detector provides
a "fast" and a "slow" pulse. The fast pulses from each bank
are paralleled to a fast coincidence unit. If a fast coincid-
 Fig. 4 near here
ence between the two banks of detectors is recorded, a
"sate" is opened and the slow pulses are allowed to pass
through to amplitude discriminators and an analysing
matrix of coincidence circuits which records the pair of
counters that have detected the electron pair.
Before all experimental runs, the spectrometer was
set up and its performance checked by observing the
gammarays from an internal target bombarded by protons.
4. Experimental Procedure.
Because of the limited energy range of the spectro-
meter, (1 + 1/4)E for a mean energy EB, each run was
broken up into four different magnetic field settings,
At each of these field settings the converter thickness
‘was chosen so that the Coulomb scattering of the electrans
into the pole pieces remained the same. In this way no
corrections need be made for this effect throughout the
energy spectrum. The thickest converter used in a normal
run was 0.017". A thicker set of converters was used to
check resolution and efficiency and this will be discuss-
ed below.
The background due to unwanted gamma-rays was measur-
ed by removing the hydrogen from the target, and was found
to be negligible. The background from other effects was
measured by removing the converter. It was found that this
background was nearly independent of the magnetic field
setting. However as thinner and so less efficient convert-—
ers were used at the lower energies, the background was
most troublesomehere.
4. Resolution and Treatment of the Experimental Data.
Althougn the radiative and mesonic gamma-rays were
resolved, it was still essential to know the resolving
power of the instrument so that the experimental points
could be fitted by the correct resolution curve. The
main components of the resolution are (a) finite de-
tector width, (b) energy loss of the electrons in the
converter due to bremsstrahlung production, (c) angular
effects, which include geometrical effects and hori-
zontal scattering of the electrons, and (d) ionis-
ation losses of the electrons in the converter. These
will be discussed briefly.
(a) Finite detector width. The finite widths of a pair
of detectors lead to a triangular resolving curve with
a full width at half height of 4%.
(b) Bremsstrahlung losses. These were calculated nume-
rically from the Bethe-Heitler theory for electrons (or
positrons) carrying off different fractions of the gam-
ma-ray energy, and the results combined assuming all
fractions equally probable.
(c) Angular effects. A graphical analysis was first
made to determine the gamma-ray illumination of the con-
verter. The resolution was then determined, assuming a
Gaussian distribution represented the multiple scatter-
ing im the converter.
(d) Ionisation losses. For the thinner converters a
small correction to the energy scale was made for this
effect. For the thicker ones a Landau distribution was
used.
Figure 5 shows the resolution curve of these effects
separately and a complete resolution curve from their
combination. _
The radiative capture peak, which is a natural line
spectrum, provides an excellent eheck on these calculat-
jons, (Fig. 6). As a further test the whole experiment
 
Figures 5 and 6 near here
was repeated using a set of converters which was four
times as thick as the set used in a normal run.
To make this test more sensitive the two sets of results
were subtracted and an analysis’carried out on the dif-—
ference. The results fitted by the calculated resolution
curve are shown in Fig. 7.
 
Fig. 7 near here
Resolution curves for tne mesonic capture spectrum
were obtained by folding the instrumental resolution
curve with the natural spectrum shape, which is rectangular.
The experimental results obtained for’ the mesonic capture
peak are shown in Fig. 8.
 
Fig. 8 near here
several corrections have to be applied to these curves
before one can deduce the relative intensity of the two
processes. lhe major correction is for the variation of
the pair production cross-section with energy, for which
we used the results of Bethe, Davies and Maximon (1954).
Smaller corrections had to be made for gamma-ray absorpt-
jon in the hydrogen target (3%), dependence of the ef-
ficiency on the fractional energy given to the electron
(4%), and corrections for electrons or positrons detect-
ed in more than one channel (5%). The correction for the
overlap of the spectra of the two reactions was <1%.
5. Discussion.
A) The final result for the ratio R of the mesonic
capture rate to the radiative capture rate in the hydrogen
atom is tot pon + aeet te. ied + 0.47
To hap n+ xX
The natural widta of the low energy.distribution is
28.0 + 0.7 MeV. This width arises because the gamma-rays
from the decay of the neutral pion. are emitted while
the velocity of the pion is not negligible compared
with the. velocity of light. This velocity is also of
course a measure of the energy released in the meson-
ic capture and hence of the (xn- n°’) mass difference.
The width observed leads to a value of this mass dif-
ference of 9.0 + 0.3% electron masses. Maite value 2s ia
good: agreement with the two previously published values
of 10 + 2 electron masses due to Panofsky (1951) and
8.8 + 0.6 electron masses due to Chinowsky. and Stein-
berger (1954).
G. Discussion.
Cassels, Fidecaro, Wetherell and Wormald have
measured the Panofsky ratio with a total energy Ceren-
kov counter (private communication). Their result, Go-
gether with ours and Panofsky's, is given in Table 1 and
 
Table I near here
the weighted mean calculated. Theerrors quoted are stand-
ard deviations. .
One can deduce the absolute rate of the mesonic
capture reaction at zero energy and hence (of3 - %)/h
if one knows the Panofsky ratio and the absolute value of
the radiative capture reaction. A value for the latter a
be deduced from the photoproduction experimentstp 71 + n
and the ratio at threshold r, = ots on otOl xad a. +n +t Oe
o(\Yt'p on +n)
deduce a value for o( 1 nom + p) and hence of its in-
verse. Beneventano, Bernardini, Carlson-Lee, Stoppini, and
Tau ee give a value for the S-wave part of the reactionSao. a
If one assumes that Ls
Yee Si 4 ap (1-43 + 0.02)
6
10 ms where his
the pion momentum in units of c. They a also a value for
r. = 1.87 + 0.13. These results give the S-wave part of: ~28 9.32the reaction nm + pn t+ x as (4.69 + O.) x 10 éms
and hence (K; <7 0.25 + 0.03 radians. This agrees
‘very well with the recent Orear value of 0.27 + 0.015
radians.
The above arguments ignore the charge-dependent cor-
rections which were introduced by Noyes (1956). However
it can be shown that if the pion-nucleon interaction has
a short range, and there is good evidence for this from
the linearity of the S-wave phase shifts and: other sourc-
es, then such corrections are less than one percent
(Dalitz, priyate communication).
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ABSTRACT
A new measurement has been made with a pair
spectrometer of the ratio of mesonic and radiative
capture of pions stopped in hydrogen. An accurate
measurement has also been made of the mass difference
of the charged and neutral pions.
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iks Introduction
It was shown by the experiments of Panofsky, Aamodt
and Hadley‘) that the following reactions could occur when
the pion was captured in a mesonic deuterium atom:
Y+dmnene 7 (1)
T +d—nen (2)
The reaction T +d —>n +n + T was not observed.
As gammaerays only were detected in these experiments, the
existence of the non-radiative capture was inferred by observ-
ing the relative rate of gamma-ray production in mesonis
hydrogen and deuterium atoms. In hydrogen the reactions
7 +p—n+7 end 7 +p—n+7 are the only reactions
which gan occur and if the relative rates of these is known,
then the non-radiative part of the deuterium capture can be
deduced. That this reaction occurs at all was perhaps the
most important result of Panofsky's experiments, for Ferretti 2)
had shown earlier that if the capture takes place in an S-state,
as it does in this ease, (2)(3) then the pion must have odd in-
‘trinsic parity. Panofaky obtained for the relative rate of
non~radiative capture to radiative capture in deuterium, the
value 2.57 z 0.15.
Brueckner, Serber and Wateon‘4) have shown too that
this ratio ean be used to link the photo-production of positive
pions to their production in proton-proton collisions. Because —
the valuesof the Panofsky ratiovofmesonic to radiative capture
in the mesonic hydrogen atom which have been determined penentiys?)(®)
are considerably different from Panofsky's original value, it
was clearly imperative to repeat the deuterium experiment to see
whether thereis now anyserious discrepancy between the photo-
production and proton=proton production data. We have used the
external pion beam of the Liverpool synchro-cyelotron and a large
pairspectrometer to do: this, as we didin our similarexperiment
 
with hydvegen(#? Essentially the experiment compared the
number of gamma-rays from pions stopped in identical volumes
of liquid hydrogen and liquid deuteriun. As in Panofsky's
experiment, the ratio of non=radiative to radiative capture
in deuterium ean then be inferred.
a. Apparatus and Experimental Arrangement
The experimental arrangement differed principally
from that used for the hydrogen experiment only in the target.
in the present experiment a target vessel was used which could
be filled either with liquid hydrogen or liquid deuterium.
This target was designed by Dr. 5.G.F. Frank of this laboratory.
The hydrogen (or deuterium) is condensed from the gas phase into
the target in a condenser surrounded by liquid hydrogen. ‘The
target also has the very important facility that it may be
emptied and then refilled quickly, so that background runs may
be made.
The pair-spectrometer was visually positioned so that
its collimator channel was in line with the target. The useful
height of the target was defined by this collimator while the
width was defined by the diameter of the target. It was as-sumed inthe calculations of the energy resolution of the specro~
meter that this area acted as a uniform source of gamma-rays.
The meson beam was monitored independently by a small
scintillation counter and an ionisation chamber in the beam.These monitors agreed to within 2%. To reduce background counts
to a minimum a large amount of shielding, in the form of lead
- bricks and iron-loaded concrete blocks, was Placed haprers the
_ Pair-spectroneter saneesors and the mena ae
  
The experiment was first run with hydrogen and was
broken up into runs of one to two hours duration. ‘The total
running-time on this part of the experiment was 15 hours, of
which about one-third was spent in measuring the background.
The change-over to deuterium took three days, and then 25
hours total rumning-time were spent with the deuterium target,
of which 63 hours were spent measuring the background. ‘The
counting rates were approximately 0.7 counts/minute with either
hydrogen or deuterium in the target and 0.1 counts/minute with
the target empty.
ROSULES
The pair-spectrometer was set to cover an energy
range from 100 =~ 140 MeV. The "tails" on both the hydrogen
and deuterium spectra extend below this. he tail in the
hydrogen ease is, of course, due solely to the experimental
resolution of the instrument and had been investigated
thoroughly in the previous hydrogen experiment. In the
deuterium spectrum there is a natural broadening as it repre-
sents a three-body decay, and we have used the theory of
Watson and stuare\’) end the experimental results of Phillips
and Crowe(®) to estimate this effect. Watson and Stuart's
calculations extend down to 120 MeV only. Fortunately, how~
ever, most of the gamma-rays are emitted with energies above
this. In fitting the results above 120 MeV we used a value
of hed = «12 MeV, where 4 is the inverse of the scattering
length for the singlet neutron-neutron foree. . The spectro-
meter was alsoset in one runto observe the gamma-rays be-
_ tween 40 and 80 MeVbutnoaetoner ofpr
was duteatet here. oe
a8 - The procedure used to determine bereits the
shape of the energy spectrum between 80and120 MeV was to. :
draw in 8 set of smooth curves and, after folding the known —Oy
RctcieemiaaeLede auc are pheasantto £14 the resultant curves
 
to the experimental points. A least-squares fit on each
curve then gives the curve which best fits the experimental
points, and the standard deviation to be assigned to the
total area under the spectrum. ‘This error was 76.74.
Figure 1 shows the caloulated curves for hydrogen
and deuterium fitted to the experimental points. The curves
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have been normalised to the same number of incoming mesons.
The ratio of the areas under these curves multiplied by the
ratio of the atomic dansities of liquid deuterium and liquid
hydrogen gives the ratio of radiative capture in hydrogen to
that in deuterium. The result is:
: (H),,
ooRadiative aaprare in deuterium BD) & an
  
= 1.34 = 0.13
 
If we now assume that only radiative and non~-radiative
capture takes place in deuterium, and only radiative and mesonic
capture takes place inhydrogen then we can write:
0) _yar as Das
Thtreeis gi in the previous hydrogene ratio ven © prev ous | en paper as
i. i n+7° : : ;
1.50 = 0.15. Using this value gives the ratio
ae 2.35 = 0.35.
wis wie agrees very vel with the 2.37 Zo.ua? foundby |Panofoky otat.)
 
4. Discussion
The argument connecting the pion photo=production
from hydrogen to the production in nucleon-nucleon collisions
(see Figure 2) depends on first separating out the S-wave part
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of the photo-production. This may be Rene from the results of
Beneventano et a9) to give a value for o,( r+ponr +n) =
(1.43 % 0,02) x 31077" ona® where y is the pion momentum in
units of ~c.  Beneventano et al also give a value for the
ratio of the photo-production of negative pions to positive
Yeai—oT +p 4pions from deuterium at threshold, ag ek eeee
1,67 + 0.13. If one assumes that r,
fta
Sr+e, then
one can deduce a value for o(7+ n—“ 7+ p) or, by detailed
balancing, its inverse. The above results give for
o(7 +p—7n +7) = (4.69 = 0.33)/y x 10°" ems’.  o obtain
from this a value for the radiative capture cross-section in
deuterium, one can use the argument of Brueckner, Serber and
Watson which essentially is based on the impulse approximation
and ealoulates the different phase space available for the one
neutron in the hydrogen|case and the two neutrons in the deuterium
(7 +a un +n +/)
oir +p rs +7)
deduce a value for o “+ a@—- yn +n +7), and hence from the
sase, to arrive at “> And so we can
present experiment a value for &ie +ad—7n + n). Again by
‘detailed espaonearrives at o(n +n tit 4 a) = (0.17 = .03)»
x 10°*7 ons: - This acresvery well for the directly measured
 
value for the charge symmetric reaction™ of o,(p +p —7 + ad) «
(0.14 -01)yx 10727 ems’, and shows that any deviations from
charge symmetry near threshold in these reactions is small.
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THE PRODUCTION OF MESONS IN NUCLEON-NUCLEON COLLISIONS
A. W. MERRISON
University of Liverpool, Liverpool
This introductory talk will be confined to the production
of mesons in nucleon-nucleon collisions below 800 Mev.
In this region the phenomenological theory for meson
production should be useful in interpreting the experi-
mental results, and the multiple production of mesons
plays a negligible part. The striking thing about meson
production in this energy range is the very rapid rise with
energy of the cross-section. Fig. 1 shows the elastic and
total cross-sections of protons upon protons. From the
production threshold at 290 Mev the cross-section rises
until by 800 Mev the nucleon can be looked uponas black
with elastic scattering treated as diffraction scattering
from an opaque nucleus. This rapid rise can be explained
simply if we assume that the matrix elements for meson
production are only very slowly varying functions of
energy. We can then say that the cross-section for a
particular channel is controlled by the statistical weight
of the final state; in particular, the statistical weight will be
proportional to the volume in momentum space divided
by energy. If we have N particles then we can assign
mb
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Fig. 1. Elastic (lower points) and inelastic (higher points)
total cross sections for proton-proton collisions depending
on proton energy in theIs.
* See also Fermi 3),
1000 Mev
the momenta of (N-1) arbitrarily, so the weight is pro-
portional to 73(N-D/E~73N5. This applies only to
particles emitted in S states; we have an additional 7? if
a particle is emitted in a p-state. In this way we may have
excitation functionsrising as steeply as 7°.
Limiting the field in this way we have 10 possible reac-
tions, not all of which can be studied directly. The neu-
tron upon neutron reactions, with one exception, can be
studied only by n-d collisions. The exception is, of
course, the inverse reaction 7 +d—n-+n. Fortu-
nately if charge symmetry holds in this energy region all
the neutron-neutron reactions are duplicated in the proton-
proton reactions with interchange of protons with neutrons
and positive pions with negative pions.
We have experimental information about all these
opla
do.
latter reactions some work has been done by Powell and
Knapp » who have measured angular distributions but
no cross-sections unfortunately.
reactions with exception of n+ n On these
One of the major steps in the simplification of meson-
production was taken by Brueckner and Watson”in
1951 who showed by assuming that the isotopic spin was
conserved in this process, the unbound reactions could be
described in terms of 3 production amplitudes. The cross-
sections for all reactions can then be most simply expressed
in terms of these amplitudes which link given initial and
final isospin states of the two nucleons. For example in
the reaction p + p>p+p-+ 7° both initial and final
isospin states must be T = 1 and so only the cross-section
6,, would be involved here. The transition 0— is
forbidden because the meson has T= 1. This refers of
course only to total cross-sections at a particular incident
nucleon energy and a particular emitted meson energy.
We have now ourthree cross-sections 6,1, 519, %1 to
which must be added s,, (d) for the case where the final
neutron and proton emergein the boundstate; the deuteron,
of course, has T= 0. Brueckner and Watson showed
that the experimental cross-sections could be formed of
linear combinations of these (Table I).*
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TABLE I
The various possible proton-nucleon reaction expressed
in the four fundamental cross-sections 69;, oj, %, and
19 (d).
 
Die DP=D Dae ee Oyo + Oy
d+ 7 Gy (d)
Dor Pa te Ou
tls (Go, + 640)
d+ x° "/s 610(d)
Dias Poa Ms (Oo + 941)
Hap im a a Me (Go. + 511)  
The factor +/, in all the n-p reactions occurs because this
system can be formed from either T = 1 or T = state.
Charge independence has been tested by comparing the
angulardistributions of p + p—7* + dandp +n—>7°+d
in the experiments of Hildebrand*) and Wright and
Schluter ». Within the errors the reactions have identical
angular distributions and the n-p reaction has 1/, the cross-
section of the p-p reaction.
A conyenient starting point in the discussion of the
production cross-section are the review articles of Rosen-
feld ® and Gell-Mann and Watson”. Since then a consid-
erable amount of experimental material has appeared
and this will be analysed in terms of the phenomenological
models they proposed.
This is by far the best studied reaction because we
have the nucleons both initially and finally in known
states of isospin (T = 1— T = 0) and the final nucleons
are in a known angular momentum state *S,. Also it is
particularly easy to study experimentally backwards and
forwards.
One has only to guard against observation of
DADPie ae going forwardswT
Youaandrt +dv nt4+n-+tp going backwards.
If we write downthe possible spin states of two nucleons
in a T = 1 state with regard to the Pauli principle we have*
So 5Po1,2 1D».
If the meson is emitted in an s-state then the parity of
the final state is odd and J = 1, and hencethe contributing
state is *P,. Similarly if the meson is emitted in a p-state,
we have even parity and J = 0, 1 or 2. Hence we can
accept 4S, or *D,
Collecting *P,— *S,s dd)
1D,—> °§,p (2)
*Sy > *Sip (3)
The s-wave part of the reaction cannotinterfere with the
p-wave part because they come fromsinglet and triplet
states. So we expect a total cross-section of the form
5 = an + Bn.
Before going further we would expect the p-wave part
to dominate the reaction because we have mesons emitted
in p-states and nucleons left in an s-state. We can also
say that we expect the 'D,— °S,p to be the dominant
p-wave reaction on the following grounds. We know
that the (T = 3/., J = 3/.) state is very much enhanced
in pion-nucleon scattering. Suppose that this is so here.
The nucleon which has not emitted a pion must be in an
s-state. If we treat this nucleon as an onlooker then we
can say the final system is made up of a system with
T = 3/,, J = 3/, and even parity, and another with T = 1/2,
J = 1/. and even parity. So for the final system T = 1, 2:
J = 1, 2; even parity. And so one would expect the 'D,
state alone among the possible initial states to fulfill
these conditions. Whereas (3) has an isotropic angular
distribution, one would expect an angular distribution of
the form (?/; + cos? 0) for 'D.— *S,p.
It appears in fact that the reaction is swamped by the
p-wave part and to measure the s-wave part directly it is
necessary to make observations on mesons with less than
20 Mev c.m. energy. This is rather difficult because the
cross-sections here are ~ 1/,;, mb. The only direct experi-
ments are those of Crawford and Stevenson®). Thereis,
however, an argument which was proposed by Brueckner,
Serber and Watson » which is very similar to the argument
which leads from the Panofsky ratio for the mesonic and
radiative capture of negative pions in hydrogen to the phase
shifts in pion nucleon scattering. Panofsky and his
colleagues!, besides observing the gamma-ray spectrum
from negative pion capture in hydrogen, also observed
that from deuterium. By assumingthat the rate of capture
from the K orbit is the same, they then deduced that the
reaction = + d—> 2n was taking place and hence the
pion was pseudo-scalar. And so we can start from the
experimental result for the ratio
m +d—>2n 3)
ae :
This measurement has since been repeated by Chinowsky
and Steinberger 1.
If we could find the absolute rate for z= + d— 2n+ y
we should know the absolute rate for x + d—> 2n and
* Usingcapital letters to denote the orbital angular momentum state of the two nucleons and smallletters that of the meson.
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hence by charge symmetry 7*-+ d— 2p. Brueckner,
Serber and Watson estimate that the ratio
Ga d= 2n Fy) 2)
Gz po) :
= 2nnThen weget at (x+p—n-+y) from y+d > ptp+r
and y¥+p—+>n-+7x7t. And using the most modern
values for these quantities we eventually arrive at « = 0.2
mb.
There are experiments *) which could hope to give a
value for «. If one takes their best measured point at
7 = 0.58 then one gets within the errors, after taking
away the p-wave part, « = 0.22.
If one assumes that « = 0.2 and then plots (o—0.2 7)
(which should represent the p-wave part) against 7° then
one gets the following curve(fig. 2).
The striking points about this curve are: 1) the flattening
off and fall of the cross-section at a proton bombarding
energy which would correspond to the pion-nucleon
resonance at 170 Mev.; 2) the good linearity of the plot
up to 7 >1. The best fit to the total cross-section then
is given by c= 0.2 + 0.83 7°.
The angular distribution information is unfortunately
nothing like so accurate (see fig. 3). The Pittsburgh 1)
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Fig. 2. The p-wave part of the reaction p+p = x+-+d plotted
against the third power of the maximum available pion momen-
tum in the c.m.s.
Oso}
o10
 O68 re) +s q
Fig. 3. The coefficient of the isotropic part of the angular
distribution in the c.m.s. for the reaction p+p = m++d plotted
against the maximum available pion momentum.
and Moscow!*) points indicate that the value of A remains
reasonably constant at approximately 0.23. But there
does seemto be genuine disagreement between the Moscow
and Pittsburgh points on the one hand and the Liverpool
and Chicago points on the other.*
The theory here does not give a very good fit to the
experimental points.
Diag Dee D at Dae
In this reaction we have a final T = 1| state so if the
nucleons are in an S-state then it must be a 'Sp state. So
with the meson in a p-state we have final state T=1
J = 1 and even parity. The only initial states with even
parity are 4S;, *D, which do not have J=—1. So we
should expect the cross-section of this reaction to be well
down on pz* near threshold.
We can write down Ss and Pp and Psfinal states with
T = 1 forthe final nucleus.
Initial Final A) Parity
Ss sPi 1558 0 - ~7
Ps tS5 SPs 0 -+
none *Pis i a ~ 7f
1p, JS 2 +      
Andall the reactions for the class Pp which lead to exci-
tation functions proportional to 7°.
The experimental information up to this year indicated
that an excitation function 78 was probably right. This
was based on two measurements, that of Mather and
* The new measurement at Liverpool is on the reaction z+ + d — p + pand has been done by D.Eccleshall and A, W. Mertison
and yields co = 1.58 + 0.16 (0.29 + 0.02 + cos?0) mb. at 95 Mev pion laboratory energy.
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Martinelliand of Marshall et al. But since then
we have the work of Stallwood, Fields, Fox and Kane 1
and Tiapkin and Prokoshkin ! which has changed thepic-
ture completely. This work indicates that all the experi-
mental points may be fitted by a curve of the form Ax in
the range 340-660 Mey. This indicates that the process Ps
is the dominant one whichis a little surprising. Mather
and Martinelli pointed out, however, that because a meson
was emitted with / = 1 with respect to its parent nucleon
it does not follow that it has /= 1 with respect to the
centre of gravity of the nucleons when there is any appre-
ciable relative velocity of the nucleons. The angular
distribution, too, according to Tiapkin and Prokoskin is
largely isotropic which is what one would expect from a
Ppstate.
Dt De> Date Dae i Cin ae On)
 
In this reaction the Sp states would be given by
5p, > 38s
*D,—> 1S,p
So > *Sip
and we can say that the matrix elements connecting given
spin states should be the same as with the corresponding
deuteron reaction. And the cross-sections now will be
given by the deuteron cross-section multiplied by the
ratio of numbers of final states in the unbound/bound
reactions and by a term ¥%(R)/l24(R) where the Y are
the final 2-nucleon wave forms at R,the critical distance
for meson production. As this is small (~ fi/uc) then
a zero range approximation is good enough. Not much
can be said about the agreement of this theory 1%) with
experiment at low energies (q < 1) until the experiments
improve. All the earlier work in this field gave experi-
mental values which were about twice as large as the
theory predicts but there has been a tendency recently
to reduce. In particular the measurement of Stork and
Whetstone 'agrees very well with the theory. The
work reported at the Moscow conference seems to suggest
that the ratios at higher energies are considerably in excess
of the values predicted by this theory.
There are many ways that theory could be in error. In
particular at high energies the possibility of large relative
velocity of the nucleons is serious. Also it is assumed
throughout that the presence of the meson does not upset
the nucleon-nucleon force.
The work of Pontekorvo and Selivanov 2on n+p—>7°
gives good agreement with all the above work.
Do poa "/e(Go1 + O11)
The only experiments with a bearing on this reaction
have been performed by Yodh2» at Chicago. For
nucleons in an S-state we have only the possible reactions
8S, > 'Sop
3D,— 1S op
and for these we expect an excitation function varying
as 7°. For all states involving nucleons in a P-state we
get a momentum dependence on 78. If we average Yodh’s
results for positive and negative pions we get a value for
the cross-section of this process at ~ 400 Mey of 0.16-+
+ 0.04 mb. If we subtract an extrapolated value for o,,
of 0.11 mb for this reaction we arrive at 5), = 0.05 which
is very small indeed.
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simple phenomenological theory exists,
: troductior
Although a number of experiments on the production
of pions in nucleon-nucleon collisions have now been nade, ‘2
the experimental situation is nothing like so definite as in
the case of the scattering of pions by nucleons. The simplest
reaction to study experimentally is the two-body production
process p + p—) 7° + 4 or its inverse, but even here the
experimental data, although axtieudves’*”?) 00 not sufficiently
accurate throughout the whole energy range studied. Because a
(10,11) and an attempt
hes been made to interpret the process with the Chew-Low theory(22)
of the pion-nucleon interaction, the present experiments were
made, The absorption process a+ —>p + p was studied
rather than the direct production process, because with the
pions aveilable a rather large centre-of-mase energy could be
studied, and hence a search could be made for possible D-wave
effects.
 
The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1.
“Whe 100 MeV positive pion beam from the Liverpool synchro- —
eyclotron wasmonitored by the small scintillation counter Cl,
which counted about 7of the beam, ‘The background count in
this counter was very small (<2) of the count-rate due to
the pions. The beam fell upon the thin-walled target cup
which was filled with either heavy or light water. The two
protons were detected in the scintillation counters C2, 03, C4. _
To reduce the background from competing reactions, the absorbers
Agand A3 were placed in front of 03 and C4, and to eliminate
the proton contamination inthe beam the absorberAL wasplaced
infront of G1. ‘Thereare ‘seven times as neay: of‘these low
ne.protons = the ee as plone.”
Allowing for the energy lost in the absorber Al,
the counter Cl and the target, the average meson interaction
energy was 93.5 MeV in the laboratorysystem, corresponding
to 78 MeV in the centre of mass system. This energy is
relatively insensitive to the meson distribution across the
target. The energy spread in the primary beam and the spread
in energy loss in the target result in an energy resolution of
a The primary beam energy and energy spread and the con-
tamination of muons and electrons were measured in a separate
experiment by a range-curve.
The solid angle of collection was defined by €2, and
03 and C4 were made sufficiently large to allow for multiple
scattering in the target scintillators and absorbers. As the
energy of the emerging protons varies with angle, the thickness
of the absorbers A2 and A3 was chosen s0 that the energies of
the protons entering C3 and C4 was approximately the same at
each angular setting. fable I lists the four CM angles used,
 
Table I near here
from the absorption cross-sections of peenetyand Lawson.
the angles e and 8,of emission of protons in the laboratory
system, the kinetic energies of the protons Bo and Toye the
thickness of the absorbers A2 and Aj, and the detection efficiency
Eallowing for the absorption of the protons in target, scintilla-
tors and absorbers. The detection efficiency was ~~13
The photomultiplier outpute were connected to a fast
multiple coincidence eizanit,‘4 and triple coincidences be-
tween 6203 G4, quadruple coincidences C1 C2 03 C4, and the
singles in Cl were recorded. ‘The angulardistributions were
measured by the triple coincidence relative to the monitor Cl, —
2ae absolute cross-section was measured using the quadruple—
_— sotnetdence, ot thiea worry: mohae fluxes of mesons
 
are available for the angular distributions, and in this case
the whole of the target was illuminated, To do this the
distribution of mesons has to be known accurately and for
this the beam was scanned in a separate experiment with a
very small counter.
3. Results
The results are presented in Tables II and III.
 
Tables II and III near here
n'. represents the counting rate corrected for the followingQeffects
» Ag(t + *,)G + x)
N. =q* Us x,)(1 + x, eR
x, = dead-time losses in C1 (8A)
x» * dead=time losses in 62, 03, 04 ( 4%)
' %, =» background in Cl and the beam contamination& 3 (4%, largely muon contamination)
x, = contribution from competing reactions
€ = detection efficiency (Table 1)
R= ner resoluti on eorrection (up to 16%
_ depending on the angle).
_ From these results the Seteanneen Sa
8.7250.6mtsndte snunil distribution is of the form
fee£0,020) + cos*e]. there wasno evidence, within
thestatistics for a“Goate© tern.
  
  
 
   
4. Discussion
fable IV shows the values of the total cross-section
for the production reaction (p + p--?7+4) and the constant
term A in the angular distribution for various values of 7, the
meson momentum,in units of .,c. The arrow in the first
column indicates whether the production reaction (—)) or its
inverse (¢—) was studied.
 
Table IV near here
That the cross-section and angular distribution fit
a exude phenomenological theory can be seen from the following
arguments. If we write down the possible spin states of two
nucleons in a T « 1 state with regard to the Pauli—
we have*
189 3Po.1,2 1po.
If the meson is emitted in an s-state then the parity
of the final state is odd and J = 1, and hence the contributing
state is oe Similarly if the meson is emitted in a p-state,
we have even parity and J = P, 1 or 2. Hence we can accept
ue or“Dy :
Collecting 57, —> S)0 (2)
aa , (3)
Hg The s-wave part of the reaction cannot interfere with
the‘perare part because they come from singlet and triplet
_ states. So we expecta total cross-section of the form
ee| wens
”walesatl letters to denote ins orbital angular momentum
state of ‘the two‘nucleons and small letters that of the meson.
Before going further we would expect the p-wave part
to dominate the reaction because we have mesons emitted in
pe-states and nucleons left in an s-state. We can also say
that we expect the +p, 3s,p to be the dominant p-wave re~
action on the following grounds. We know that the (f = 3/9,
J = 3/9) state is very much enhanced in pion-nucleon scattering.
Suppose that this is so here. The nucleon which has not emitted
a pion must be in an s-state. If we treat this nucleon as an
onlooker then we can say the final system is made up of a system
with T # 3/5, J = 3/9 and even parity, and another with T = 4,
J #4 and even parity. So for the final system T = 1,2; J = 1,2;
even parity. And so one would expect the *f, State alone among
the possible initial states to fulfil these conditions, Whereas
(3) has an isotropic angular distribution, one would expect an
angular distribution of the form (*/3 + cos°@) for 1p, 7 Bp:
As can be seen from Figure 2 the results on the cross-
section are very well fitted by a cross-section of the form
ann? where “+, are constants.
 
Fig. 2 near here
Thestriking points about this curve are: 1) the
flattening off and fall of the cross-section at a proton
bombarding energy which would eofrespond to the pion-nucleon
‘resonance at 170 MeV; 2) the good linearity of the plot up to
47>1. The best fat to thetotal cross-section bend is given
= o# 0.294 0.057"
oes, he angular dheiidigsian information is unfortunately
ay nothing like so accurate (see Figure3 )}, the Pittsburgh(5)
end uosoow\*6) points indicate that the value of A remains
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TABLE IT
Heavy Water Light Water Net Events CM Differential
Potal Total otal Total from Deuterium Cross-Sectionce oh, ‘| Monitor bo pt Monitor per 1 “10725om?Aneht SAE | coante ples Counts Monitor Counts
90 668 | 11.34x10° 205 1.4x10° 3173 32.8"3.18
70 653 8.52x10° 131 4.8x10° 50=3.8 47.053 .57
60 1247 10.5x10° 522 6:87x10° 71.574.2 64.7°3.8
45 3391 18.11x10°| 1001 |12.08x10° 104.244.1 90.023,6       
  
 
 
 
C.M. “Heavy Water | Light Water Mecsajtasionarre | RQ pea
_— Quadruples | pace quadruples oa a Pd a ’ x107?%en?
90° 52 11.34x10° 4 7.4x10° 2.69*0.83 3.09%0.95 1.9320.60
“70 : 94  g.§axn0® 12 4.8.40° 8,521.37 9.83=1.59 5.45-0.90
60 142 10.5 x10 | 35 |: 6.87x10° 8.4321.43 9.8421.68.|  5.2040.90
45 m2 31.65x20° 140 21.59x10° 16.0841.00 19.0921.26 9.4620 .66     
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340
26.5“
+360
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437
460
ay
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wae
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0.577
0.562
0.586
0.621
0.85
0.857
0.957
1,050
1,142
1.171
| 1.193
1,321a
1.485
1,565
(2.655 |ans
16795   
0.1820.06
0.28°0.05
ead
0.9770.10
1.2540.07
1,540.16
1.3970,23
2.1 70.2
2.770.15
3 £0.15
| 3ek 20.2  
0.1920.09
0.19°0.06
0.2440.03
0.2970,02
0.3940.08
0.2340.03
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